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Abstract
The Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model has been widely used in solving the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes equa

tions. Like all partial differential models, it requires wall distance to solve the equations. Calculating wall distance is not
an easy task, particularly for complex geometries. Furthermore, it is also very timeconsuming if an analysis involves dy
namic mesh deformation. To overcome the drawback of wall distance calculation, a wall distance free modification to the
Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model was proposed a few years ago and was evaluated for external flows. Nevertheless, the
use of the wall distance free model has been rarely reported in the open literature since its introduction. In this investiga
tion, the walldistancefree variant of the Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model will be implemented in an existing flow solver
which already has the standard Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model. Many aspects of the variant model, in terms of imple
mentation issues, solution stability and convergence, modeling accuracy, and computational time cost will be investigated
through typical case studies.

I. Introduction
The Spalart–Allmaras (S–A) turbulence model is a common oneequation turbulence model and has been widely used

in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations. Compared with twoequation turbulence models such as the kε
turbulence model and SST turbulence model, the S–A turbulence model has better convergence and robustness. However,
same as most turbulence models, wall distance is required in an numerical analysis. The wall distance is hard to calculate
and the time cost of this calculation is significant. To overcome this shortcoming, a walldistancefree turbulence model is
required. Goldberg and Apsley (2012) and Goldberg and Paul (2015) proposed walldistancefree version kε turbulence
model and SST model. Nonetheless, comparing with the S–A model, those twoequation models have worse convergence
and more computational time. Nakanishi (2003) developed a walldistancefree one equation turbulence model based on
the S–A model. However, this model has little relation with the standard S–A model. Rahman et al. (2015) introduced the
k and ε parameter of the twoequation turbulence model into the S–A turbulence model, and created a walldistancefree
S–A turbulence model. The performance of the S–A model in low Reynolds number region and the prediction ability of
flow separation are improved by the walldistancefree correction.

Though the walldistancefree turbulence models show good performance, these models are rarely used in the field
of turbomachinery. In this paper, a walldistancefree S–A turbulence model developed by Rahman et al. (2015) is im
plemented and evaluated. The performance of the walldistancefree model is compared with the standard S–A model
and the experimental data in terms of implementation issues, solution stability and convergence, modeling accuracy, and
computational time cost.
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II. The Standard Model
Refer to Spalart and Allmaras (1994), the governing equation of the standard Spalart–Allmaras turbulence model is

given by
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The relationship between eddy viscosity µt and turbulent variable νt is defined as:

µt = ρνt fv1 (2)

The other parameters are as follows:
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where d acts as the wall distance, and W represents the vorticity tensor. Constants in the model are: cb1 = 0.1355, σ = 2/3,
cb2 = 0.622, κ = 0.41,cw2 = 0.3, cw3 = 2, cv1 = 7.1, ct3 = 1.2, ct4 = 0.5, cw1 =

cb1
κ2 + 1+cb2

σ .

III. The WallDistanceFree Model
In the S–A model, the wall distance d appears in the destruction term. Rahman et al. (2015) made use of the principal

assumption of the oneequation model, and proposed a walldistancefree S–A model. Refer to Rahman et al. (2015), the
walldistancefree S–A Model is given by:
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=CbW̃sνt +∇ · (νl + fv1

νt

σ
)∇νt −Cw(∇νt)

2 (8)

The relationship between eddy viscosity µt and turbulent variable νt is same as the equation 2. In the current model, the
key point is the definition of theCb andCw. Refer to Rahman et al. (2015), theCb andCw are defined as:
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In this model, the vorticity tensor W is modified as:
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S stands for mean strain rate tensor. The definition of three parameters in the current model is given by:
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In this model, a hybrid timescale is introduced unlike the standard S–A model. To avoid the timescale vanishing at the
nearwall region, the hybrid timescale is formulated as (Rahman et al., 2015):
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T
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The definition of k and ε is as follows:
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In order to represent the mean strain rate tensor in the area away from the wall which is close to 0, a correction Sα is
set up as (Rahman et al., 2016):
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In the wall distance free S A model, the Prandtl number σ is defined with a equation rather than a constant:

σ = C̃µ + fv1 (21)

To avoid numerical problems, a small constant is added to terms which appear in denominators:
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σ = C̃µ + fv1 +10−5 (24)

Constants in the model are: Aε = Cµ = 0.09, CT =
√

2, the other constants remain unchanged as they are in the standard
S–A model.

IV. Results
The inhouse solverTurboXD (Huang et al., 2018; Wang and Huang, 2017) is used in this study. The governing

equations are solved by the cellcentered finite volume scheme. The JamesonSchmidtTurkel central difference scheme
(JST) (Jameson et al., 1981) is applied for spatial discretization of the convective fluxes. The explicit RungeKutta method
is employed for time discretization. The local time step method is used to accelerate the convergence and the LUSGS
method is used as the residual smoother (Yoon and Jameson, 1987).

NASA Rotor67 is used as the test vehicle to verify the walldistancefree S–A model. NASA Rotor67 is a transonic
rotor with 22 blades(Strazisar et al., 1989). The design flow is 33.25kg/s, the design pressure ratio is 1.63, the design
speed is 16043rpm, the relative inlet Mach number at the blade tip is 1.38, and the rotor tip speed is 429m/s under the
design condition. Figure 1 shows the measurement stations of NASA Rotor67. In order to test the performance of the
walldistancefree model, the results are compared with those from the standard S–A model and the experimental data.

A structured grid is applied in this study. The preprocessing software AUTOGRID is used and the HI grid topology
is selected to generate the grid. To ensure a solution is of grid independence, three different grids with different number of
grid points are generated. The number of grid points of the coarse grid is 606k, while the number of medium grid points is
1,114k and the fine grid has 2,430k grid points. Figure 2 shows the blade to blade view and meridional view of the medium
grid.

There are four types of boundary conditions being involved in the analyses to be presented. At the domain inlet, a
subsonic inlet boundary condition with radial profiles of total pressure and total temperature(Strazisar et al., 1989) and an
axial flow direction is applied. At the domain outlet, a subsonic outlet boundary condition with specified area averaged
static pressure is applied. In the lateral direction, a periodic boundary condition is applied. On the blade surface, the hub
surface and the shroud surface, a non slip wall boundary condition is applied. This non slip wall boundary condition usually
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Figure 1 Meridional view of the rotor showing the experimental measuring stations (Strazisar et al., 1989).

(a) (b)

Figure 2 Grid views of NASA Rotor67.

requires fine mesh resolution in a near wall region. In our analyses, the first grid size is set to produce a y+ which is about
5. Figure 3 shows the y+ distribution on solid walls of the rotor for the medium grid. It can be seen that y+ is no more than
5 on the majority of the solid walls (apart from small areas around the blade leading edge which is not clear in the figure).

The speedlines of the rotor obtained using the walldistancefree model are presented in Fig.4. The mass flow rates
are normalized using their respective choke mass flow rates which are listed in Table 1. The choke mass flow rate is
underpredicted for all grids, although it increases with grid refinement. It should be pointed out that the mass flow under
prediction is not uncommon, as it has also been reported by others(Arnone, 1994; Liou and Yao, 2014). From Fig.4, it can
be seen that the solution of the medium grid has little difference from that of the fine grid and the solution of the coarse grid
is significantly different from those of the medium and fine grids. Therefore, the medium grid is considered the most cost
effective one among the three and will be used to perform analysis using the standard S–A model.

The rotor speedlines obtained using the standard S–A model and the medium grid is presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
together with the experimental data and those of the walldistancefree model. Again the mass flow rate is normalized by
their respective choke mass flows which are listed in Table 2. In this figures and table, std stands for the standard model, and
wdf stands for the walldistancefreemodel. The peak efficiency point and numerical stall point aremarked by solid triangles
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Figure 3 The y+ distribution on solid surfaces obtained using the medium grid.

(a) Pressure ratio (b) Isentropic efficiency

Figure 4 Comparison of speedlines of NASA rotor 67 obtained using the walldistancefree S–A model for three
different grids

Table 1 Choke mass flow rates obtained using the walldistancefree S–A model for three different sets of grids

coarse medium fine exp

Choke mass flow rate(kg/s) 34.348 34.393 34.409 34.96
ṁcal − ṁexp(kg/s) 0.612 0.567 0.551
(ṁcal − ṁexp)/ṁexp 1.75% 1.62% 1.58%

on the speedlines. Indepth examinations of flow field at the two operating points will be presented in the following. The
choke mass flow rate by the standard model is even lower than that of the walldistancefree model. At the near choke
region, the two speedlines are very close to each other. Away from the choke region, the walldistancefree model gives
higher pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency. In general, both the efficiency and pressure ratio of the walldistancefree
model are closer to the experimental data. However, the numerical stall margin calculated by the walldistancefree model
is lower than that of the standard model, also further away from the measurement.

Figures 7 and 8 show the spanwise distributions of total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio at aero station 2(see
Fig. 1). The results at a near peak efficiency point are shown at Fig. 7. The results of the walldistancefree S–A model are
in better agreement with the experimental data, especially in the area over 40% span. The standard model underpredicts
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Figure 5 Comparison of total pressure ratio characteristics of NASA rotor 67 between the two S–A models.

Figure 6 Comparison of isentropic efficiency characteristics of NASA rotor 67 between the two S–A models.

Table 2 Comparison of choke mass flow rate of NASA Rotor 67 between the two S–A models

std wdf exp

Choke mass flow(kg/s) 34.283 34.393 34.96
ṁcal − ṁexp(kg/s) 0.677 0.567
(ṁcal − ṁexp)/ṁexp 1.93% 1.62%

both total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio in the area above 40% span. The underprediction is attributed to the
fact that the standard model predicts the peak efficiency point at a lower pressure ratio as marked in Fig.5. In the area from
20% to 30% span, there exists a bulge in the total temperature ratio and total pressure ratio by the walldistancefree S–A
model. It can be found from the profiles of the standard model that there also exists a bulge, though not obvious and at a
lower span location. The underlying cause to the much bigger bulge in the profiles of the walldistancefree model will be
analyzed in the following when the radial profiles at the near stall point are examined.

Figure 8 shows the results of the near stall point. The results of the walldistancefree model are generally in good
agreement with those of the standard model, except from 25% to 50% span. Furthermore, both models underpredict total
pressure and total temperature over the majority of the blade span. This is due to the fact that the calculated stall pressure
ratios are lower than that of the experimental data, as shown in Fig.5. From 25% to 50% span, the temperature and pressure
ratio radial profiles of the walldistancefree model exhibit a tilted S shape. The radial profiles of the standard model also
have the titled S shape, but stretched, thus less obvious.
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(a) Total pressure ratio (b) Total temperature ratio

Figure 7 Spanwise distributions of total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio for NASA Rotor 67 operating at a
near peak efficiency point.

(a) Total pressure ratio (b) Total temperature ratio

Figure 8 Spanwise distributions of total pressure ratio and total temperature ratio for NASA Rotor 67 operating at
the near stall point.

In order to understandwhat causes the pronounced bulge and titled S shape in the radial profiles of thewalldistancefree
model at the near peak efficiency point and the near stall point respectively, total pressure and eddy viscosity distributions
at the domain outlet (corresponding to aero station 2 in Fig.1) are presented in Fig.9 and Fig.10, respectively. Both the
total pressure and eddy viscosity distributions reveal that the blade wake predicted by the walldistancefree model is much
weaker and thinner below 40% span. It is the unusually thin and weak wake that leads to abnormal total pressure and total
temperature distributions.

Figure 11 shows the absolute outlet flow angle at a near peak efficiency point and the near stall point. The definition
of the absolute outlet flow angle is as follows:

alphaout = arctan

(
vθ√

v2
x + v2

r

)
× 180

π
(25)

The absolute outlet flow angle distributions of the two models are very close to each other and are in good agreement with
the experimental data.

Figures 12 and 13 show the pitchwise distribution of Mach number of two models. There is a big difference between
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(a) The standard model (b) The walldistancefree model

Figure 9 Total pressure distribution at the domain outlet for NASA Rotor 67 operating at the near stall point.

(a) The standard model (b) The walldistancefree model

Figure 10 Eddy viscosity distribution at the domain outlet for NASA Rotor 67 operating at the near stall point.

the pitchwise distribution of Mach number of the two models and the experimental data. The pitchwise distribution of the
walldistancefree S–A model is similar to that of the standard S–A model. There exists an abrupt drop of Mach number in
the pitchwise distribution, which is due to shock. The extent of the abrupt drop of the experimental data is much smaller
than that of the two models, while there are little differences between the results of the walldistancefree S–A model and
the standard S–A model.

Figures 14 and 15 show the distributions of turbulence viscosity of two models. It can be observed that the wake area of
the standard S–A model is thicker than that of the walldistancefree S–A model, which means the wake loss of the standard
S–A model is greater. This explains why the pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency of the standard S–A model are lower
than those of the walldistancefree S–A model, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Convergence and computational time cost of a walldistancefree S–A model are shown as Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 . It
can be seen that the convergence of the walldistancefree S–A model is far worse than that of the standard S–A model.
The residual of the walldistancefree S–A model goes down until 10−4.6 while that of the standard S–A model can reach
below 10−6. Timedensity residuals are similar to iterationdensity residuals, and the time cost of the walldistancefree
S–A model is similar to that of the standard S–A model.

V. Conclusions
The current study investigates the application of the walldistancefree S–A model to turbomachinery flow field anal

ysis. The walldistancefree S–A model is implemented in an existing flow solver which has the standard S–A model.
A series of numerical analyses have been performed on the NASA rotor 67 using both the standard S–A model and the
walldistancefree model. The calculation results show that the pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency of the walldistance
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(a) Near peak efficiency point (b) Near stall point

Figure 11 Spanwise distributions of absolute outlet flow angle for NASA Rotor 67 operating at a near peak efficiency
point and the near stall point.

(a) 20% span at 119% chord (b) 50% span at 115% chord (c) 90% span at 100% chord

Figure 12 Pitchwise distribution of Mach number for NASA Rotor 67 operating at a near peak efficiency point.

(a) 10% span at 118% chord (b) 50% span at 114% chord (c) 90% span at 123% chord

Figure 13 Pitchwise distribution of Mach number for NASA Rotor 67 operating at the near stall point.

free S–A model are higher than the standard S–A model, and are closer to the experimental data. At the peak efficiency
point, the total pressure and total temperature radial profiles of the walldistancefree model are also in better agreement
with the experimental data. The better agreement between the results of the walldistancefree model and the experimental
data is attributed to lower calculated eddy viscosity. The lower eddy viscosity also leads to reduced stall margin by the
walldistancefree model. It should be noted that the lower eddy viscosity distribution at the domain outlet is qualitatively
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(a) Standard S–A model (b) Walldistancefree S–A model

Figure 14 Distribution of eddy viscosity for NASA Rotor 67 operating at 50% span at a near peak efficiency point.

(a) Standard S–A model (b) Walldistancefree S–A model

Figure 15 Distribution of eddy viscosity for NASA Rotor 67 operating at 90% span at a near peak efficiency point.

incorrect, though it makes the predicted overall performance better. Another downside of the walldistancefree model is
that it has less tighter convergence than that of the standard model, though the time cost of the walldistancefree model is
similar to that of the standard model. Further investigation is needed to establish the walldistancefree model as a viable
alternative to the standard model for turbomachinery application.

Nomenclature
µt = eddy viscosity
νt = turbulent variable
νl = kinematic viscosity
ρ = density
W = mean vorticity
S = mean strain rate tensor
k = turbulent kinetic energy
ε = turbulent dissipation rate
Πb = turbulent anisotropy
Subscripts
i, j = tensor indices
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(a) Near peak efficiency point (b) Near stall point

Figure 16 Density residual histories of the standard S–A model and walldistancefree S–A model.

(a) Near peak efficiency point (b) Near stall point

Figure 17 Timedensity residual histories of the standard S–A model and walldistancefree S–A model.
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